
To a Student,
There are some who serve in glory, there are some who serve 
in silence, but before the heart of heaven, service well done is 
one of Our cherished possessions. God bless You.
Saint Germain
April 17, 1954
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 STRUCTURE OF THIS GROUP DECREE OUTLINE

The Structure of this outline (Basic Ceremonials) offers two ser-
vices: Individual opportunity to develop self-mastery, and provides 
a channel or conductor through which the Divine Powers may bless 
humanity.   

This should be understood by individuals who are entering the path, 
before they are even admitted to a group meeting of Basic Instruc-
tion, so that the sprouts of spiritual (flowering) development will not 
be shriveled in the presence of the unexplained.  When they realize 
that individual development and mastery proceed hand in hand with 
impersonal service, they may be educated as to the primal reasons 
behind each step in the ceremony.  Thus, joyously enter into it and 
feel in themselves the return current of upliftment that stems out of 
impersonal service.

The action under the old law was the spiritual development of the 
individual came first and service to the whole came second.  Now it 
is reversed, the whole comes first and the individual comes second.

EXPLANATION OF THE DIVINE DESIGN OF CRE-
ATION (in terms of Decreeing in groups)

The Divine Design for even the simplest of endeavors as well as in 
creative patterns for group activities is: First – the individual desires 
to know God’s Will (is a seeker) (First Ray).

He learns that besides his own development (mastery) he must 
render service to life impersonally (Second Ray).  This can best 
be done thru decree groups. 

He learns that his “brother” and his planet are also his concern and 
he apply for entrance into the Basic Ceremonial (Third Ray).

He learns that beauty, music, art, divine designs are all channels 
for the drawing and dispensing of currents from the Higher Realms 
(Fourth Ray).

He learns then the deeper aspects of the law – how to control the 
atoms, qualify the life essence, et cetera, finally the powers of pre-
cipitation and etherealization (Fifth Ray).

He enters willingly into the deeper Ceremonials of worship, invo-
cation and direction of Cosmic Power (the action of the Sixth Ray 
and the Seventh Ray).

EXPLANATION OF THE DECREE PROCESS
The basis of Saint Germain’s activity in the decree pattern is rep-
etition.  This is based on the fact that we have used in the many 
embodiments through the centuries so much energy though spoken 
word, and beaten that into the emotional, mental and etheric bod-
ies.  Hence, we have solidified qualities of a negative and destruc-
tive nature within them.

Now, to requalify the energy in these bodies and the physical body, 
we have to release a balance of energy which will blaze into them 
and shatter those patterns which we have set up mostly through the 
use of the spoken word and physical action.

Through centuries of saying negative statements there has been 
built into the etheric body, into that which the world calls the 
sub-conscious, certain deep grooves of energy. It has been set into 
motion.  It is a consciousness which has been accepted that which 
we have decreed for ourselves for centuries.  The same thing has 
been done with the emotional and mental bodies, through the use 
of life.  Now, all that will not change with one affirmation. 

The efficacy of the decrees is not only in that which goes out into 
the ethers, but that which is charged and charged into the etheric 
body.  This brings a positive alignment and control of the entire con-
sciousness into positive assurance of what is affirmed.

It is more efficacious to use the same patterns in decreeing, thus 
build a momentum, than to be changing to new decrees all the time.

From this Outline can be devised the pattern for the various groups: 
Basic Instruction, Study, Healing, Decree, Devotional Service, and 



a Musical.

Various parts of the Outline can be omitted to suit the occasion.

The Invocation, Benediction and decree pattern can be elaborated 
upon.

The Law of Forgiveness and some Violet Flame decrees should be 
given in every meeting (the only exception, in the very first Basic 
Instruction groups).  Then decrees from the main group, and songs 
et cetera, can be selected which are appropriate for the occasion.  
Any other decrees which are designed or required for current situa-
tions can be inserted anywhere between pages 15 and 24.

Throughout the universe manifestation is brought about through 
decrees or fiats.

The numbers found in this booklet such as: (3) or (7) or (9) means 
to repeat the previous word, phrase, line or the paragraph, or what-
ever is within parenthesis ( ) or brackets [ ] that many times ( if 
desired).

Since under Divine Law concerning these instructions there may 
not be a charge made for them, it is well to have a box with a slit 
in the top (this way what each one gives is concealed) near or by 
the door.  It can be marked “Love Gifts”.  Thus, giving the students 
opportunity to give or contribute to the Cause as their hearts direct.  
To keep within the Law of Balance, as one receives so should he 
give. 

Platform Arrangement:  
The Chart of the Presence should be hung in the center back, 
higher than eye level when standing, so one has to look up to the 
Presence.

Crystal Cup (optional) should be below or a little in front of the 
Chart.

Candles can be by or around the Cup.

The lectern or stand should be to one side of the platform (on the 
side of the entrance if possible) so the Director or speaker does not 
come between the audience and the Chart.  A chair can be at either 
side in the back (against the wall).  

LAW OF LIFE GROUP OUTLINE

Contemplative Music can be played.

The students should realize that their energies should be directed 
toward God, The I AM Presence, the Ascended Masters and Divine 
Beings.

They should have the attitude, and be willing to offer their energy 
and the momentum of their lifestreams to the current service con-
ducted.

Director: 
Greetings to you in the Name of the Magic I AM Presence and the 
Ascended Masters.  We welcome you in Their Name.  Blessed 
ones thank you for your interest and for your presence here with us.  
To your love and light, we add all of ours, and offer it all to the be-
loved I AM Presence and the Divine Ones, and ask Them to accept 
it; purify and amplify it, charging it with beloved Saint Germain’s 
Flame of Freedom.  Then charge it forth wherever needed most in 
the service of the Light.

VISUALIZATION:  
Director:   
(a) Let us give our attention to the I AM Presence; the Three-fold 
Flame in the heart;  expand that Flame to become one with the 
Flame in the throat center;  expand it and become one with the 
Seven-fold Flame in the forehead;  again expand it to become one 
with the Christ Self;  then with the Electronic Body of the I AM Pres-
ence;  the Sun;  and the Great Central Sun.  Let us feel ourselves a 
pillar of dazzling white Light from the Central Sun to the heart of the 
earth.  (Visualize it for a moment or two.)

(b) Now see the Tube or Pillar of Light around you with the Blue 
Flame outside.  See it around the room (or hall or meeting place) 



and the Blue Flame outside.  Picture a pillar of Violet Flame from 
the center of the earth up through the atmosphere.  Expand it to 
cover the city or locality; expand it over the State; expand it over 
the nation; expand it over North America; the three Americas; and 
around the earth.

(c)  Picture the Cosmic Light cover the whole earth; see it as pure 
white shining Light substance, perfectly level. 

(d)  Visualize a huge Luminous Presence of Jesus over the building 
in dazzling white Light.  See an individual one around all the little 
children.  (Around each see it larger than the person.  One can see 
it projected from the huge one.).  Then see it around the incoming 
children; the younger generation; all mankind; all disembodied; all 
the Beings of the Elements.

(e)  Picture the Secret Love Star in the center of the ceiling, in 
dazzling golden Light, blazing out in all directions, permeating all 
the earth and atmosphere.   You can also see a Ray of Light from 
it coming into your heart expanding the Three-fold Flame and the 
points of Light in every cell of your four lower bodies.

(f)  See a golden Triangle about three feet on each side, two inch-
es wide, point upward, in the middle of the room or building.  The 
All-seeing Eye in the center of it, the Crystal Ray pouring through 
the Eye, going out in all directions, revealing all things that are not 
of the Light.  

**Pause between each action for a moment or two, to get a clear 
picture.

DAILY APPLICATION

(To be used two or three times daily)

(In regular group you can omit, except # 3 – Law of Forgiveness)

1. Beloved Magic I AM Presence, intensify your Protective Pillar 
of pure substance of Light in, through and around me, charged with 

Your invincible protection, all-powerful and impenetrable, which 
keeps me absolutely insulated to everything not of the Light, and 
keep it sustained.  Make and keep me ever sensitive to You and 
Your direction, and immune to all imperfect vibratory rates.
2. My Magic I AM Presence, and beloved Lord Gautama, sur-
round my Protective Pillar of Light with Your Circle of Blue Flame 
and give me whatever added protection is required.  I thank You.
3. I AM, I AM, I AM, the Law of Forgiveness for myself and all 
mankind for all mistakes, mis-qualified energy, human conscious-
ness and for straying from the Light.  (Repeat 7 or 21 times)
4. Magic I AM Presence, blaze through and around me the 
Transmuting Violet Flame, Thy Sacred Fire.  Purify and transmute 
now all impure desires, hard feelings, wrong concepts, imperfect 
etheric records, causes, cores, effects and memories, known or hid-
den.  Keep this Flame sustained and all powerfully active.  Replace 
all by pure substance, power of accomplishment and the Divine 
Plan fulfilled.
5. Beloved Lord Gautama, Archangel Michael and Ascended 
Master Jesus, charge into this Violet Flame Your purifying dissolv-
ing power of Divine Love, in its most powerful dynamic activity.  

OPENING CALLS

Let the Powers of Light descend unto the earth and take full com-
mand. (3) 

Great Cosmic Light descend unto earth and transmute all human 
creation forever. (3)
In the Name of the Cosmic I AM Presence, to all that is not of the 
Light we say:
[You have not power (3) your end has come. (3)]

In the Name of the Cosmic I AM Presence, for all mankind, [we now 
consciously give the authority for the earth to the Ascended Mas-
ters and Cosmic Beings to bring into manifestation the Divine Plan 
fulfilled. (3)]

Let the Legions of Light descend into the atmosphere of earth and 
do Their perfect Work now. (3)



Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Hercules, Cosmic Beings and As-
cended Masters, [(charge and amplify (3) all our decrees and songs 
with the power of the Cosmic Light and double them twice each 
hour. (3)]

[(The Light of God never fails (3)) and “I AM” the only acting Pres-
ence, in the Name of the Infinite “I AM”.  (3)]

ENTITY DECREE

Beloved Magic I AM Presence, Ascended Masters, Cosmic Beings 
and Legions of Light, seize, hold inactive and transmute all wrong 
thought-forms, human concepts, opinions, blame and all carnate 
entities in or around me, my world and affairs;  also in and around 
all in governmental positions and all individuals with destructive in-
tent, and in and around all mankind.  Replace them with Ascended 
Masters’ substance, illumination, love, right desire and action.  Take 
all individuals who pass on out of the atmosphere of earth as quick-
ly as possible, and into the Realms of Light and Temples of Learn-
ing.  Seal each one in the Fiery Purple Heart of Saint Germain.

VIOLET FLAME DECREES

Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Mighty Cosmos and 
Your Two Secret Rays, Ruler of the Violet Planet, Elohim Arturus 
and Diana, Great Divine Director, Archangels Zadkiel and Ame-
thyst, Goddess of Mercy, beloved Ascended Master Saint Germain, 
Angels of the Violet Flame, Violet Flame Temples over Cuba and in 
the Realms of Light, Cave of Light, the Transylvania Retreat, and 
the Cave of Symbols permanently establish the Freedom Flame in 
Africa, and raise up Ascended Master Friends there to set Life free.

1. Violet Flame [blaze and transmute (3)] all human into perfec-
tion

(say the line above between lines below)

Each passing hour, (3)
By Cosmic Power, (3)
By Violet Ray, (3)

In Freedom’s way, (3)
From Realms of Light, (3)
To outer sight, (3)
Make all things right, (3)
The heart’s delight, (3)
More intensely, (3)
Set all now free, (3)
Do it today, (3)
Do it to stay, (3)

(You can substitute “blaze” with any of the following: boil, drive, 
expand, explode, spin, surge, sweep, swirl.)

2. “I AM” blazing, blazing, blazing (3)
(say above statement between each of these below)

Violet Flame of Resurrection,
Violet Flame and Life of perfection,
Through Violet Flame now manifest,
Violet Flame this is our request,
Violet Fire in mighty actions,
Through earth and all her evolutions,
Sweeping and expanding Violet Fire,
Daily to fulfill Divine desire,
Filling my world with Violet Fire,
Filling my world with Divine desire,
Setting me and all the earth free,
Violet Fire, our love and thanks to Thee.

3. Violet Flame from the Mighty I AM (3) in Thy transmuting 
power of the Violet Fire of Freedom’s Love,
(say above statement between each of these below)

Through us surge and surge, (3)
All now purge and purge, (3)
Through us blaze and blaze, (3)
All now raise and raise, (3)
Descend now this hour, (3)
Blaze with Cosmic Power, (3)
All our worlds control, (3)



Full harmony hold, (3)
Now take full command, (3)
Make all understand, (3)
Surge through every land, (3)
Thy Freedom expand, (3)
Expand, Expand, Expand I AM, I AM, I AM.

4. Beloved Violet Flame from Realms of Light,
Descend, blaze and transmute before our sight,
All human into perfection, make all things right,
Thou the redeeming power, the hearts delight,
Blaze and transmute ever more intensely,
Through all our bodies pass, set all now free,
From all human not meant to be, do it today,
Transmuting Violet Flame e`er with us stay.
For Violet Flame we call each passing hour,
Come forth through all the earth in Cosmic Power,
From blest Saint Germain and all of the Seventh Ray,
Through all surge, perfect all in Freedom’s Way.

5. Violet Flame of Love Divine,
Make all now forever shine.
Blaze, oh blaze dear Violet Fire,
Transmute all human desire,
Free all now in Freedom’s Name,
Till all are one with “I AM” (Violet Flame),
Violet Fire, our thanks to Thee,
Surge through us and set us free.
Raise now all into the Light,
Thus, become Freedom’s delight.
Then by the blest Great Command,
All perfection e`re expand.
“I AM” Forgiveness for all,
For the Violet Fire we call,
Now to make all discord cease,
And through Mercy’s Flame release,
All that was not meant to be;
Ever raise all back to thee.

6. “I AM” the Law of Freedom’s Love,
And Divine Justice from above.
“I AM” Violet Fire of God’s Will,
That does the Divine Plan fulfill,
Oh, Violet Fire blaze and blaze,
All in our country raise and raise,
Then set all the rest of earth free,
Our gratitude we give to thee.
Oh, Violet Fire of Freedom’s Love,
Glorify me as all above,
With all glory I had with thee,
In Central Sun, as it should be.

7. Thy Mercy Flame in and through us surge and sweep out, 
sweep out
(Say the above line between each line below)
Now all the doubt and fear, (3)
Now all that’s human here, (3)
All human now erase, (3)
All that here has no place. (3)
All never meant to be, (3)
All that is not of thee, (3)
All human (the pain) now remove, (3)
And thy full action prove, (3)

8. Thy Purple (Feedom) (Healing) Flame in and through us 
surge and sweep in, sweep in,

(say line above between each line below)

Give us Thy perfect ease, (3)
And hold eternal Peace, (3)
Thy perfect comfort give, (3)
Thy full resurrection, (3)
All of thy perfection, (3)
Thy perfect health maintain, (3)
And in us every reign. (3)

“I AM” the Life resurrecting this body into perfection. (3 or 7)

Can play Strauss Waltz or some music to the Violet Flame; or just 



sit silently – visualize, feel and intensify the Violet Flame.

(Decree #2 can be sung to the tune of: God Be With You; #4 to: 
Nearer, My God to Thee; #5 to: Rock of Ages; #6 to:  Doxology.)
(Now the prepared place is ready for the Builders of Form, Angels 
and Elementals who assist at ritual service.)

Invocation:
To invite the particular Master to whom the service is dedicated, if 
one has a special activity of the day. (Can omit.)

Sing to that Master (if desired).

Candles (as desired, can omit): Can use one or a pink, gold, and 
blue, symbolic of the Trinity; or those of the seven Rays.  In lighting 
the candles if more than one is used, they should be lit from left 
to right of the Director; and extinguished in the opposite direction, 
extinguishing the last lit candle first.

As Candles are lit: Director:  In the Name of the Mighty I AM Pres-
ence and the Immortal Three-fold Flame, we call forth these Flames 
and qualify them with Love, Wisdom, and Power to produce perfec-
tion, give invincible protection, understanding and limitless supply 
for the use in the service of the Light.

Invoking the Three-fold Flame (visualize it) during the call to the 
Flame, those who wish as they sit quietly, can use the Rhythmic 
Breath.

Director:  Beloved I AM Presence, beloved Immortal three-fold 
Flame, manifest here – Thy Love, Wisdom and Power, be thus sus-
tained and ever expanding.  Make all feel thy mighty reality.  Reveal 
the eternal Truth and Law of Life.  Enfold us in thy wonderous radi-
ance, take command and produce perfection.  Let all see Thee and 
hear Thy voice clearly.  Blaze forth throughout the earth and set all 
mankind free.

The Immortal Three-fold Flame of the “I AM” is in this room (tem-
ple) and within each one’s heart and physical temple.  Let all that 
is human keep silent before It, and may the outer self be at peace, 

ever humble in willing, illumined obedience, accept, love and adore 
It. – this, our One Supreme Source of Life.

(as the decrees below are given this allows the individual to breathe 
in the sanctified power and join to it his own Three-fold Flame.). 
(Can Omit).

All Say in Unison:  
Beloved Immortal Three-fold Flame of Life within my heart, - ex-
pand! Command my body, mind and world into Divine Order 
through Divine Love.

Beloved Immortal Three-fold Flame of Eternal Truth in me – ex-
pand! Illumine everything to me through everything to me through 
the Flame of Wisdom.  Teach me Your Law of Life, and the Ascend-
ed Master Truth and Way of Life.

Beloved Immortal Three-fold Flame of Life in me – expand!  By 
Your power through me produce perfection and do Your perfect 
work.

Sing:  to Triple aspect (if desired).

Invocation:
Director: 
(a) Infinite All-Powerful Presence, God the Mighty I AM, Source of 
all, we give praise and thanks for Your majestic Presence, glory and 
power, for Your Christ activity ruling everywhere to produce perfec-
tion always.
(b)  Mighty Presence, God of the Universe, Creator of all that is, we 
give praise and thanks to You for all life, and call forth Your infinite 
Intelligence, Powers and Love.  Expand Your Light in every indi-
vidual and make Yourself the only acting Presence.  Give all your 
Peace, perfect understanding and power of attainment.  See that all 
we draw forth can never be misused and that it produces only per-
fection for all.  Draw all here who can be benefitted, be harmonious, 
cooperate, give assistance and be blest, and keep away all others.

(Or one from the “I AM” Discourses, Vol. 3 or some other can be 



used.  The same with the Benediction.)

Crystal Cup (can omit).

Director:
Beloved Magic I AM Presence, Cosmic Crystal Cup, Great Central 
Sun, Lord Gautama, Pelleur, Goddess of Justice, Faith, Hope and 
Charity, Great Divine Director, Ascended Godfre, Shamballa, Teton 
Retreat, Brothers of the Golden Robe and all who govern the activ-
ities of the Three-fold Flame to the Earth, charge, charge, charge 
into this Crystal Cup the full power of the Three-fold Flame, and 
all the Ascended Master Powers, Qualities and Activities, forever 
sustained.  Make it visible to each one’s sight.  Through Cosmic 
Light make the atmosphere solid and self-luminous around this 
Crystal Cup, all Crystal Cups, America’s Crystal Cup, around us, all 
under this radiation, then all mankind, especially the young people, 
until all feel Your mighty radiance and give obedience to Your Laws.  
See no human suggestion or feeling can ever act.

Sing:

One song each to the I AM Presence, the Violet Flame and Ameri-
ca, others if desired.

Pledge to the Flag:
And America’s Creed if desired.  Face the flag, stand with the right 
hand over the heart.

I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America, and 
to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisi-
ble, with liberty and justice for all.

Announcements:
(When there are any)

Explanation of the Chart:

Explanation of the Chart; or some other instruction, reading, or 
comments, or can omit.  In Basic Instruction for beginners, use 
“Daily Application” etc. here.

Decrees:

Can use the following and /or from those in the back or others.  
Songs, music or reading can be used for relief between decrees.

Cosmic Light Descend

Mighty Cosmic I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Goddess 
of Liberty, Mighty Eloah Arturus, beloved Ascended Master Jesus, 
all Great Beings, Powers and Legions of Light, let the…
(a) Cosmic Light as of a thousand Suns (3) flood and saturate 
(3) the earth,

(say line above between eachline below)

Descend, through earth surge and surge,
Descend, all earth purge and purge,
Descend, through earth blaze and blaze,
Descend, all earth raise and raise,
Unto earth descend this hour,
Flood earth with Cosmic Power,
All on earth do now enfold,
For all earth harmony hold,
Of all earth take full command,
Make all on earth understand,
Make each one for the Light stand,
Through all earth Freedom expand,
Expand, expand, expand, I AM, I AM, I AM.

(Any one of the following can be used on above pattern.)

(b) Lords of Blue Flame from the Central Sun. (3)
(c) Mighty Victory (3) in the full power of the Three-fold Flame.
(d) Archangel Michael (3) and Your Legions of Light.
(e) Archangel Michael’s Sword of Blue Flame (3)
(f) Beloved K-17 (3) and Your Legions of Light.

Dispensations



Mighty Cosmic I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Helios and Ves-
ta, Lord Gautama and the Karmic Board,
Release Dispensations (3)

(say line above between lines below)

Great, great Central Sun,
Till this work is done,
Through the Cosmic Light,
To remove earth’s plight.

Command the Outer Self

Beloved Magic I AM Presence and Christ Self of each human be-
ing, Mighty Cosmos, Great Divine Director and Lord Maha Chohan, 
being an authority over every individual, take command of the outer 
self and be the only acting Presence and power, quiet the mental 
and emotional bodies and give the peace of perfect sleep and rest.  
Bring all into obedience to God’s Will thus the Divine Plan fulfill.

PROTECTION FOR AMERICA

Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Hercules, Archangel Michael, Great 
Divine Director, K-17 and Your Legions of Light, envelop the Unit-
ed States and the three Americas with a wall and canopy of Light.  
Hold control and direct the people, the governments, the resources 
and all activities to produce perfection for all mankind, eternally 
sustained and ever expanding.

(Silently visualize a wall of steely white Light around and over the 
United States with a Blue Flame outside;  then around and over 
Alaska;  the Hawaiian Islands;  then around and over the three 
Americas.

(For Spiritual Development, this country represents the heart of the 
world.)

ENERGY IN THE GAS BELTS

Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic Light, 
Immaculata the Silent Watcher, the Seven Elohim, Mighty Cosmos 
and Your Two Secret Rays, Lord Polaris, Magnus, Pelleur and 
Virgo, Lord Tabor, Himalaya, Meru, Lord of the Swiss Alps, Lord of 
Nature, Lord of Gold, Lord Maha Chohan, Aries, Thor, Nepture, Lu-
nara, Cuzco, Serapis and Those on the Fourth Ray, Saint Germain 
and Those on the Seventh Ray and all the Beings of the Elements.

Purify, purify, purify the emotional, mental, etheric and physical stra-
ta and keep straightening the earth’s axis until it is completely done.  
Adjust the atmospheric currents accordingly and bring about and 
sustain the right distribution of moisture all over the world. (3)

(optional)
In Your Cosmic authority, control all the energy in the gas belts 
and the jet streams, not of the Light, within and over the earth and  
[transmute, transmute, transmute it all. (3)]. Replace it with gold-
en Light Substance becoming pure metallic gold which radiates 
through and purifies all the substance of earth and the atmosphere 
including the bodies of mankind;  and release the Beings of the El-
ements back into their Divine service.   See the Divine Plan for this 
planet is fulfilled and the earth becomes Freedom’s Star.

(Stand silently for a few moments with arms at your sides, visual-
ize and feel the Golden Light Substance streaming down from the 
Realms of Light through you as a group into the gas belts.)

WITHHOLD POWER

Mighty Infinite I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic 
Light, Immaculata the Silent Watcher, Mighty Cosmos and Your 
Two Secret Rays, Great Divine Director, Mighty Astrea, Archangel 
Michael, Saint Germain, all Great Beings, Powers and Legions of 
Light, the I AM Presence and Christ Self of every individual,

Withhold and withdraw all power from all destructive forces and 
from all individuals with destructive intent, (3)

(say line above between each line below)



Beloved I AM, (3)
By Cosmic Command, (3)
By Cosmic Blue Ray, (3)
And do it today. (3)

(a) Stop! All destructive use of free will. (3)
(b) Stop! And prevent all wars forever. (3)
(c) Cut the earth free (3) give her Cosmic Victory. (3)
(You can say each line (a to c) between the lines above them)

SEIZE ALL ENERGY

Seize all energy meant for war,
Purify it cause and core,
Use this energy free from hate,
To raise the earth to God estate. (3)

(Say the lines above between the lines below)

In the White Brotherhood’s Love and Name,
By the Power of the Three-fold Flame,
By the Power of the Three Times Three,
To set the earth and all thereon free.
Let God’s Will on earth now be done,
Through Cosmic Light from the Central Sun.

GIVE EARTH PROTECTION

Mighty Infinite I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic 
Light Immaculata the Silent Watcher, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two 
Secret Rays, all Great Beings, Powers and Legions of Light,

Give the earth whatever protection is required, [release, release, 
release the necessary protection for the earth and protect, protect, 
protect the earth and all thereon that is constructive (3)]

(say the line above between the lines below)

Beloved I AM, (3)

By Cosmic Command, (3)
By Cosmic Blue Ray, (3)
And do it today. (3)

PURIFY EARTH

Mighty Cosmic I AM Presence, Lord Tabor, Meru, Himalaya Lord of 
the Swiss Alps, Aries, Thor, Neptune, Lunara, Virgo, Pelleur, Lord 
Maha Chohan, Oromasis, the Salamanders, Sylphs, Undines and 
Gnomes,

Purify, purify, purify the air, water and earth, and keep them clear 
and pure (3)

(Say line above between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Cosmic Command, (3)
By Cosmic Blue Lightning Ray, (3)
Do it today e’er to stay. (3)

RAIN

[Rain, rain, let there be rain, (3) in air, land, and sea, (3)] when and 
where it is needed and withhold it where it is not,

(Say line above between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Cosmic Command, (3)
By precipitating Ray, (3)
And do it today. (3)

WEATHER

Mighty I AM Presence, Lord Himalaya, Tabor, Meru, Lord of the 
Swiss Alps, Aries, Thor and the Sylphs, Neptune, Lunara and the 
Undines,



[Control, control, control the weather (make it nice and cool (warm) 
and keep it so, (3)]

(Say line above between each line below)

Beloved Magic I AM,
By Aries’ and Thor’s Command,
By cool mountain (the warmer) currents of air,
Make and keep it like it’s there,
(Make and keep the weather fair).

(For extreme heat or cold use “change” instead of control.)

TO FORM GROUPS

Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos, Great Divine Di-
rector, Ascended Masters Saint Germain, Dwal Kul and Godfre’,

Draw all here who can be benefited, be harmonious and render 
service, (3), keep away all others, 

(Say line above between each line below)

Mighty (Beloved) I AM, (3)
By Christ Command, (3)
By God’s Love Ray, (3)
Do it today. (3)

ELEMENTALS

In the Name of the Cosmic I AM Presence, we say to all Elemental 
Beings. No longer do you have to take on mankind’s discord.
[Reject and repel it (3) arise in your own Divine perfection and 
maintain it (3)]

(say the line above between lines below)
You help them, oh, Mighty I AM,
By the help of Divine hand,
By the Maha Chohan’s Love,
By Helios’ and Vesta’s Love,
By Aries’ and Thor’s Love,

By Neptune’s and Lunara’s Love,
By Virgo’s and Pelleur’s Love,
By all the Power’s from above.

Release Elementals

Mighty Cosmic I AM Presence, Mighty I AM Presence and Christ 
Self of every individual who is working to free Elementals from hav-
ing to take animal form, and Lord Himalaya,

[Release all Elementals in animal form (3) back into their original 
perfection, (3)] annihilate, annihilate, annihilate, and transmute, 
transmute, transmute all misqualified energy in and around them, 
clear and free all Elementals so they do not have to come into an-
imal form again, close the door to re-embody, decrease the size of 
all litters, and decrease all litters, 

(say the line above between each line below)

Beloved I AM,
By Cosmic Command,
By Cosmic Mercy,
And set all now free.

Release Insects

Magic I AM Presence, govern and control the action and breeding 
of the African bees, release that life essence in all ___________ 
insects, purify it and take it back to the Sun, re-polarize it, charge it 
and see it can never again be misused or enter imperfect form.

Christ Self Take Full Command

Mighty I AM Presence and Mighty Cosmos, we call directly to the 
Mighty I AM Presence and Christ Self of every human being, espe-
cially of those seeking the Light,

[Come into action and take command (3) of the outer conscious-
ness and form, (3)]



(say the line aboe between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Christ Command, (3)
By the Gold Ray, (3)
Do it today. (3)

Illumination

Beloved Mighty I AM Presence, Goddess of Liberty, Mighty Cos-
mos and Your Two Secret Rays, Elohim Cassiopeia, Minerva, Vista, 
Crystal, Archangels Jophiel, Constance, Raphael, Lord Maitreya, 
Jesus, Kuthumi, Lanto, Dwal Kul, the Secret Love Star, Angels of 
Illumination and Brothers of the Golden Robe,

Release, release, release ways and means of illumination men 
know not of, and illumine, illumine, illumine them now in one mighty 
stroke, (3) and make them know the right and wrong use of Free 
Will, and know their Divine Plan,

(say the above between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Illumination’s Flame, (3)
By Cosmic Gold Ray, (3)
And do it today. (3)

All Seeing Eye

Mighty I AM Presence and Elohim Vista and Crystal, through the 
Flame anchored in the forehead of every individual, intensify the ac-
tion of the All-seeing Eye, All-hearing Ear of God and golden voice 
in both speech and song, until the Christ Self can take full control of 
the outer self.

Young People

Mighty I AM Presence and Great Divine Director, project a Disc of 
Light into the feeling world of all of the young people for whom it is 
possible in America and throughout the World.  Give this assistance 
that through this activity they may have the protection so much 
needed for their morality, for their courage and strength to come 
into the Light and stand by it.  Keep in action all those Discs which 
have already been placed.

Easy Passing

Magic I AM Presence, Beloved Saint Germain and Hilarion, give all 
an easy, peaceful passing.  Take them to the Temple of Truth and 
then to the Temples of Light or the Ascension Temples, and give 
all possible assistance so that as many as possible do not have to 
come back into embodiment.

Transition

Mighty I AM Presence and Christ Self, You are the authority over 
______________ lifestream, and we now make the call for You to 
take full command of the outer self.  Release him/her according to 
Your wisdom.
We call of the Law of Forgiveness and for the Transmuting Vio-
let Flame to transmute all that is not of the Light in, through and 
around him/her.  May beloved Ascended Master Jesus, Saint Ger-
main and Hilarion give Their assistance for an easy peaceful pass-
ing from this realm.  May the Lord Maha Chohan enfold those dear 
to him/her in His Comfort Flame and Peace, and accept the final 
breath from this blessed one.
May the Angels of Deliverance then escort him/her to a higher 
realm, then on to the Temples of Instruction.

Friends of Freedom

In the Name of the Cosmic I AM Presence, the Great Central Sun, 
Great Cosmic Light and through the magnetic power of the Sacred 
Fire vested in me, I decree:
Friends of Freedom arise, arise! (3)



(say line above between the lines below)

To the call of the Mighty I AM,
By Cosmic Christ Command,
Teach all Your Love to be,
Set our country free, and all her people free,
Set the Americas free, and all their people free,
Set the rest of the world free and all her people free.

“I AM” the full acceptance of this made manifest now, all powerfully 
active, world enfolding, ever expanding and eternally sustained.

Ascension Decree

My Magic I AM Presence, You direct my activity, world and affairs 
and take full command of me, guide, protect, illumine me every step 
of the way and see that I render the greatest service possible.  See 
in Your wisdom that I make the Ascension at the close of this em-
bodiment.  I AM the Ascension manifesting, I thank You, beloved “I 
AM”. 

Closing Decrees

(a) Beloved I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos, Ray-O-Light, Great 
Divine Director, Goddess of Justice, Ascended Master Saint Ger-
main and Ascended Godfre’,
Take out of us all fear, doubt and disobedience (3) replace it with 
the Flame of Fearlessness, Divine Justice, confidence, courage, 
illumined obedience, the feeling of victory and happiness forever 
sustained.

(b)  Mighty I AM Presence, Archangels Chamuel and Charity, 
and all of the Third Ray and Sphere.
Charge, charge, charge Your Pink Adoration Flame in all transmut-
ing Cosmic Power through the earth and double it twice each hour. 
(3)

(say the above between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Cosmic Command, (3)
By Cosmic Pink Ray, (3)
And do it today. (3)

( c )   In joy we know that this is done for Freedom’s Flame frees 
everyone. (3)
( d )  “I AM” the Presence expanding the Three-fold Flame in my 
heart, causing the points of Light in every cell of my bodies to ex-
pand, Light expand, Light expand, Light expand until the radiance 
shine out through my body.  See it can never recede, but keep it 
ever expanding.

(Visualize and feel the Three-fold Flame expand until you stand 
completely enfolded and surrounded by it.)

(e )  “I AM” the Source of all,
“I AM” the Power that answers every call,
“I AM” the Doer and God’s Will,
“I AM” the Divine Plan and do it fulfill,
“I AM” Love, Wisdom, and Power,
“I AM” Cosmic Light in action each hour,
“I AM” the Law of Life, all this “I AM”,
“I AM”, “I AM” for now I know who “I AM”. 

Director:  
In the Name of the Mighty I AM, we gratefully dismiss Those who 
have assisted Those who have assisted us (here), in this meeting.
In the Name of the Life and Light Eternal, I speak to You, O’Cos-
mic Beings, Ascended Masters, Archangels, Seraphim, Cherubim, 
Angels, Mighty Elohim, Devas and Elementals, Directors of the 
Powers of Nature and Builders of Form, and Christ Selves of man-
kind come here in response to our (the) heart-call (of these people), 
for Your ministry we thank You.  Speed forth now, go north, south, 
east and west and cover this planet ‘round with Love, Illumination, 
Healing and Peace.

We Thank Thee, Heavenly Hosts; Till We Meet Again; or God Be 
With You.



Extinguishing Candles;

Director:  We return these Flames to the Great Central Sun from 
whence they came, with all our love, blessings and gratitude for Life 
everywhere “I AM.”  

Director:  
 In the Name of the Presence of God “I AM”, let beloved Lord Gau-
tama’s Cosmic Cross of White Fire keep you enfolded while we are 
absent one from the other.

Benediction:

(a)  Now Mighty active God Presence “I AM”, assert and hold 
Your dominion and help each one to understand Your marvelous 
Laws, that all may maintain harmony and produce perfection.  For 
Your enfolding Presence, protecting power, intelligence and Love, 
we thank You.
(b)  Now enfolded by the Seven-fold Flame of the Seven Mighty 
Elohim, and sealed within the triple activity of the Immortal Flame 
of Love, Wisdom and Power, you go forth with the tread of a mighty 
conqueror Lord of Life, Victor over all human creation, and master 
of all substance and energy.
( c)   The Sign of the heart, head and hand to you, let the Peace 
of the Presence and Elohim of Peace abide with you and express 
through you wherever you stop, whereever you go, let this glorious 
Peace keep you blest.

The sign of the heart, head and hand to you, for the Peace of the 
Presence and Eloah of Peace abides in you, and seals you safe 
within the golden heart of the Flame of Peace forever.

MUSIC or a few minutes of silence; visualize and feel the actions 
called forth being fulfilled. It is best to leave quietly – endeavoring to 
hold the radiation.

Three Breaths

It is well to do some breathing exercises each day. Do the breaths 

on an even count, of six or eight syllables (or shorter or longer as 
required).  Keep the attention on the I AM Presence, mentally say a 
decree such as:

I AM all Light and Love (Divine).
I AM all (Light and) Perfection.
I AM the Healing Flame (and Peace).
I AM my perfect health right now.
I AM inbreathing (Cosmic) Peace.
I AM inbreathing full Freedom.
I AM inbreathing Christ action (the action of the Christ).

 
Balancing Breath

Inhale a deep breath through the left nostril while holding the right 
nostril shut, and mentally say a decree.  Then hold the breath for the 
same length of time repeating the decree. Again, give the decree 
while exhaling through the right nostril, holding the left nostril shut. 
Then hold without breathing, also giving the decree.

Then reverse the procedure by inhaling through the right nostril, and 
complete the exercise.  Keep alternating; and repeat as many times 
as is comfortable.

Energizing Breath

While mentally saying a decree, draw in a deep breath complete-
ly filling the lungs, hold for a moment; then very slowly blow it out 
through the mouth, repeating the decree mentally.  Keep your atten-
tion on the I AM Presence.  Repeat ten or twenty times.  (One can 
energize his body by this).

Rhythmic Breath

Slowly and naturally breathe in, (when used during invoking the 
Three-fold Flame, adore and visualize it) mentally say; (1) “I AM” 
inbreathing (the immortal) (Cosmic) Three-fold Flame.

Then, (2) as the breath is held within, mentally say: “I AM” absorb-
ing (et cetera, as above).



Then, (3) as you expel or breathe out, say: “I AM” expanding (et 
cetera, as above).  Visualizing it expanding out through the body, 
aura and your world.

Then, (4) as the breath is held without say: “I AM” projecting (et 
cetera, as above).  See it going out through the city, locality, state, 
nation, world.

(All four procedures should be the same length of time. For some, 
the fourth is difficult. To ease this, one can retain a small portion of 
the breath for this action).

When using other statements: 
On (1):  Visualize and feel the outer self come into the Presence 
of your own Christ Self, through the emotional, mental, etheric and 
physical bodies.

On (2):  Hold the picture of the Christ Self before your mind’s eye, 
so it is stamped on the atoms of the four bodies, Its Light enfolding 
you.

On (3):  See the pattern of the Christ Self release through the ener-
gy of your aura to its periphery. 

(4): See the energy of your Christ Self go out blessing the whole 
world.

Supply Decrees

(1) Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Helios, Hercules, Lord of Gold, 
Lord of Nature, Lord Maha Chohan, Goddess of Justice, Fortuna 
Goddess of Wealth and the Beings of the Elements.

Regulate and release Your supply of money and every good thing to 
me and to all serving the Light, as it is required.

(2)  Mighty I AM Presence, release Your abundant supply to me 

and to all who are constructive to fulfill the Divine Plan.

(3)  “I AM” the Presence here and everywhere directing and ma-
nipulating substance, and bringing it into my hands and use.

(4) “I AM” the Life and Resurrection of my Divine supply in my 
hands and use always in Divine Order.

(5) “I AM” the limitless supply flowing to me for use in the service 
to the Light.

(6) “I AM” Ascended Master limitless supply of wealth always 
made manifest as required.

(7) “I AM” the Ascended Masters’ wealth manifest in my world to 
produce perfection and fulfill the Divine Plan.

(8) “I AM” vested with the Three-fold Flame in the Power of the 
Three Times Three.

(9) “I AM” vested with the Power of Transmutation, Etherealiza-
tion and Precipitation.

(10) “I AM” vested with the Power of Communication, Transporta-
tion and Levitation.

(11) “I AM” the Ascended Masters’ all-powerful protection of this.  
“I AM” the Ascended Masters’ complete direction of this.  “I AM”  the 
Ascended Masters’ full manifestation of this.

HEALING DECREES

(In “Violet Flame Decree” #8, substitute “Healing” for “Purple”.  Heal-
ing Decrees continue after the Violet Flame Decrees).

CHARGE WATER

Mighty I AM Presence and Neptune, charge this water (Juice, et cet-
era) with Your Life-giving Essence and precipitated Light Substance, 



see it purifies and perfects my body forever sustained.

FOOD BLESSING

Mighty I AM Presence, blaze Your Transmuting Violet Flame 
through this food, charge it with Ascended Master Light Substance, 
see it renews and perfects my body (our bodies) and keep it sus-
tained.
Beloved Lord Maha Chohan, withhold and withdraw all energy from 
all substance that grows which binds or injures mankind.
We bless and thank all the Beings of the Elements for their service 
to mankind, also all who had anything to do with this food.

ELECTION

Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, 
Great Divine Director, Mighty Victory, Nada, Morya, Saint Germain, 
K-17, Cha Ara and Mr. Gaylord,

Take command of all concerning the coming Presidential, Congres-
sional, Gubernatorial, Legislative and all elections.  Raise up the 
right candidates, Ascended Master Friends and see the right ones 
get into action and then into office.  Mighty I AM Presence and 
Christ Self of every voter in this election, take command and act 
through the outer self according to the Divine Plan.
See the ten Brothers trained in the Retreat in Arabia get elected as 
soon as possible, into national government, five in the United States 
and the other five wherever they are to be.

DIVINE ORDER

Beloved I AM Presence, Mighty Principa, charge Your Divine Order 
through my being, world and affairs, and bring it all into Divine Or-
der, do the same for all mankind and the world forever sustained.

SOULS INCAPACITATED

We call to the beloved I AM Presence, Goddess of Liberty, Mighty 
Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, Great Divine Director, Archan-

gel Michael, Mighty Astrea, Lord Maha Chohan, Kuthumi, Jesus, the 
Karmic Board and the Christ Selves of all the souls incapacitated 
during the service, to release a dispensation whereby they can be 
released from these conditions, especially those who are calling to 
be released.  Either heal them or take them out.  Release, release, 
release them now!  Take them to the Ascension Temples and give 
them all possible assistance so they can make the Ascension from 
there and do not have to embody again.

PRESIDENT

(a) Mighty I AM Presence, Goddess of Liberty, Mighty Cosmos 
and Your Two Secret Rays, Mighty Victory, Great Divine Director, 
Archangel Michael, Nada, Morya, Saint Germain, K-17, Eriel, Cha 
Ara, and Mr. Gaylord,

Take command and see in all Presidential appointments especially 
all judges, particularly for the Supreme  Court, that the best person 
for the office is placed there, according to the Divine Will, and see 
that they are confirmed.

(b) See that the party platform is carried out in accord with the 
Divine Plan.

 (c )  Give Your protection to President ______________, his 
advisors and all constructive government officials, [protect, protect, 
protect, illumine, give them wisdom, guide and direct them. (3)]

(c) Give President ____________ and give all within whose 
power it lies, [give them the right ideas concerning inflation and for 
a tax reform, and eliminate all income taxes, IRS, and see they are 
implemented without delay. (3)]
(d) See the greatest good according to the Divine Plan for our 
government and country is accomplished.  Bring all in our govern-
ment and affairs under Divine control, and see the Divine Plan is 
fulfilled.

POLLUTION

Mighty I AM Presence, Goddess of Liberty, Mighty Cosmos and 



Your Two Secret Rays, Mighty Victory, Great Divine Director, Arch-
angel Michael, Nada, Morya, Saint Germain, K-17, Eriel, Cha Ara, 
and Mr. Gaylord, 

Raise up Ascended Master Friends, take command of all State Leg-
islatures and Congress, see they bring about constructive solutions 
to the air and water pollution of our land, and all energy resources, 
free energy sources and see they are implemented without delay.

MAIL

Mighty I AM Presence, Goddess of Liberty, Mighty Cosmos and 
Your Two Secret Rays, Mighty Victory, Great Divine Director, Arch-
angel Michael, Nada, Morya, Saint Germain, K-17, Eriel, Cha Ara, 
and Mr.Gaylord,

Eliminate and prohibit all junk and unnecessary second ad third 
class mail, and all lobbying concerning it.

EMOTIONAL BODY

Mighty I AM Presence, Lord Maha Chohan and Eloah Arturus, 
project a Ray of Light into the feeling world of every individual, take 
command, control and purify the substance of the emotional body.

MILLING ABOUT

Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, 
Great Divine Director, Ascended Masters Morya, Serapis, Hilarion, 
Saint Germain, Djwal Kul and the Christ Self of each of the thou-
sands of metaphysical students who are milling about the doorway 
to the Path of Light, and the millions of church people, take com-
mand of the outer self, illumine them and charge them with the 
action coupled with desire so they place their feet firmly upon the 
Path now.  

VOCATION

Mighty I AM Presence and Christ Self of every individual with a vo-

cation in embodiment or taking embodiment, Mighty I AM Presence 
and Christ Self of the parents and guardians, the Karmic Board, 
Kuthumi, Hilarion, Portia and Saint Germain, see they have the 
opportunity and assistance required to carry out their vocation, and 
are not forced into other channels.

ENOUGH COSMIC LIGHT

Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic Light, 
Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, Mighty Victory, God-
dess of Liberty, Goddess of Justice, Saint Germain, Mighty Astrea, 
Archangel Michael, Goddess of Light, K-17 and Your Legions, Mr. 
Gaylord, David Lloyd, Godfre’, Bob, Rex, __________(additional 
names if desired), Those of the Inner Secret Service and the Broth-
ers of the Retreat in Arabia.  Compel all governments to dismantle 
all nuclear weapons, and …

1. Let some Ascended Master appear in His tangible Body 
wherever possible to individuals in positions of authority or any 
others who are unwilling to act for the good of all, and if they do not 
change and give obedience then take them into custody or see they 
are removed immediately.  Also every individual responsible for per-
petrating war upon the people, all those promoting guerrilla action, 
every militant person, every spy, every strike agitator, every dealer 
in narcotics, liquor, tobacco or anything which injures mankind, take 
them where they can no longer act destructively, and hold them until 
they are willing to serve the Light.  Replace them with Ascended 
Master Friends.
As more and more Cosmic Light is released, instead of intensifying, 
silence all destructive forces and individuals in a practical physical 
manner.  See every destructive individual is revealed, silenced and 
properly dealt with.

Release, release, release enough Cosmic Light and whatever pow-
ers and activities are required to get this done, (3)

(say above statement between each line below)

Beloved I AM, (3)
By Cosmic Command, (3)



In the Divine Way, (3)
And do it today. (3)

2. Bring about a complete “cease fire and stand still”, make it 
permanent, stop and prevent all wars forever (3),  see the peace 
agreement is kept in all ways; stiffen all human that wants to bring 
about war and/or revolution on the Cross of Blue Flame, and Arch-
angel Michael strike Your Sword of Blue Flame into every such 
vortex, the arms race and all war material, and hold it there until it is 
dissolved and transmuted.

Release, release, release enough Cosmic Light and whatever pow-
ers and activities are required to get this done, (3)

3. Mighty I AM Presence, blaze the Cosmic Blue Lightning of 
Divine Love and the Cosmic Light into all activities of the Internal 
Revenue Service, eliminate it and all income taxes now.

4. Let there be the proper interpretation of the laws so that they 
prevent the legalizing of communism in our land – America.  Clean 
out of our government all communists and all communistic activities 
and keep them out.  See all phases of government go back to the 
original Constitution and Divine Plan.

5. Mighty I AM Presence, take command and control of all 
situations brought about by nature’s drastic actions, all wars, all 
droughts, famine, refugees, __________.  See the necessary sus-
tenance is provided, or release the people from the bodies during 
sleep, and take them to the Temples of Light.  Release all the ele-
mentals in animal forms there, purify them and set them free, return 
them to their original perfection.

6. Make now Sanat Kumara’s great love and sacrifice of millions 
of years bear fruit. During this Cosmic change, remove all psychic 
and astral substance and all such substance and human actions 
pertaining to the moon, and all debris around the earth, dissolve 
and [transmute, transmute, transmute it all (3)] cause, core, effect, 
record, and memory.

7. Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Victory and Karmic Board, find 
some means of reaching our young people in the tangible form and 
may great numbers be so reached and their attention go to their I 
AM Presence of Life and be held there firmly.

8. We decree that for all individuals who pass on for whom it is 
possible, be given the necessary assistance to make the Ascension.

9. Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic 
Light, Helios and Vesta, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, 
Great Divine Director, Goddess of Liberty, Lord of Nature, Lord of 
Gold, Aries, Thor, Neptune, Lunara, Virgo, Pelleur, Lord Maha Cho-
han, Fortuna, Goddess of Justice, Saint Germain, Morya, K-17 and 
Your Legions, Oromasis and the Beings of the Elements, release, 
release, release all nature from all imperfection imposed upon it by 
mankind.

10. Bring about gold and the proper method and means of ex-
change, monetary or whatever is best for mankind at this time, anni-
hilate, annihilate, annihilate and transmute, transmute, transmute all 
other plans and all concerning inflation, reveal all unidentified per-
sons, all who take the authority and/or are in command of the IRS, 
the Federal Reserve system and plan, the international Bankers 
group, and all that is opposed to getting gold into circulation now.

11. Protect (3), all energy resources, and all public utilities, bring 
about the right energy resources, and free energy resources, sus-
tain and perfect them. Eliminate the oil, cocaine, drug and all car-
tels.

12. Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Great Cosmic 
Light, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, Great Divine 
Director and the Karmic Board, Mighty Astrea, Archangel Michael, 
Oromosis and Lord Maha Chohan, After passing let all of the hu-
man creation of the physical plane which is necessary, of every 
lifestream who may not reembody, be placed in a fiery Cosmic fur-
nace of the Violet Fire. Then under the direct and complete control 
of Divine Beings, may they be trained to complete the redemption 
of the karma in their inner bodies at inner levels and/or on the new 



orb. Clear the earth and atmosphere of all imperfection as soon as 
possible. Also close the door for reembodiment of the Elementals 
and set them free at inner levels.

Let there be an action that all those out of embodiment and those 
here while they sleep and each one’s Body Elemental, be induced 
to serve the Light and be schooled at inner levels until they do.  
See that everyone after passing decides to go to the Halls of Kar-
ma promptly and in dignity, that each one accepts his assignment, 
starts to clean up his own world and learns the Law of Life.
Release, release, release enough Cosmic Light and whatever pow-
ers and activities are required to get this done, (3)

13. Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret 
Rays, Elohim Hercules and Vista, Great Divine Director, Goddess 
of Justice, Ascended Masters Saint Germain, Morya, Hilarion and 
K-17,
Give Your protection, assistance, guidance, courage and supply to 
those channels here in America, who are preparing the vehicle for 
the new means of transportation that it can come forth without inter-
ference as quickly as possible.
Release, release, release enough Cosmic Light and whatever pow-
ers and activities are required to get this done, (3)

14. Break up, dissolve and eliminate the Council of Foreign 
Relations, the Trilateral Commission, the IRS, the Federal Reserve 
system and plan, the international Bankers group, all of the control 
group and all such actions, divest all those in them of all Power, all 
their ideas, intent, plans and actions that are not in accordance with 
the Divine Plan, especially to break up the United States into ten 
units.  Replace them with a Council of Divine Beings.
15. Mighty I AM Presence raise up some people in each country 
that will be the power of Light that will bring about a complete trans-
formation there.

16. Mighty Cosmic I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Helios 
and Vesta, Lord Gautama, the Karmic Board, Great Divine Director, 
Lady Master Nada, Goddess of Justice, Ascended Master Saint 
Germain, Master Morya, and K-17,

Prevent any constitutional convention from being called that would 
change the Constitution of the United States from the Divine origi-
nal intent and the Divine Plan, and see all changes and/or additions 
always conform to the Divine Plan.
See all federal appropriations made by Congress for any fiscal by 
Congress for any fiscal year not exceed the total of all estimated 
federal revenues for that fiscal year, except by authorization of the 
Congress in times of war or national emergency; and limit all taxa-
tion to ten percent.

17. Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret 
Rays, Great Divine Director, Lady Master Nada, Goddess of Justice, 
Ascended Master Saint Germain, Master Morya, and Bonnie Blue,
Blaze the Cosmic Blue Lightning of Divine Love into all human 
desires, all communistic and outside influences that want to bring 
about a separation of Quebec from the rest of Canada, annihilate, 
annihilate, annihilate and transmute, transmute, transmute all human 
creation, and prevent, prevent, prevent any such separation from 
taking place.
Release, release, release enough Cosmic Light and whatever pow-
ers and activities are required to get this done, (3)

18. Take command of all concerning the United Nations see the 
Divine Plan for which it was created is fulfilled and World Peace is 
brought about and forever sustained.

PATTERNS - Fill In Blank

(A) CIRCLE AND SWORD OF BLUE FLAME

(In the blank use insert, person, place, condition or thing.)

Mighty I AM Presence, Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, 
Great Divine Director, Mighty Astrea, Archangel Michael and Oro-
mosis,
Lock Your Cosmic Circle and Sword of Blue Flame in, through and 
around ___________.  Close in upon all human creation (it, them), 
annihilate, annihilate, annihilate dissolve and [transmute, transmute, 
transmute  it (them) all, (3) cause, cores, effect, record and memory 
(3)]



Before it (they) can act, encroach upon life or manifest any longer.
Replace it (them) by Divine Justice, Cosmic Purity, the Cosmic 
Three-fold Flame, the Power of the Three-Times-Three and the 
Great Cosmic Power, doubled twice each hour, until all are forever 
free and back in the Light with Thee as it should be, Beloved “I AM”.

(For whatever current situations arise one can make an appro-
priate insert and use on the patterns.)

(INSERTS ON PATTERN A)

1. All known and unknown impurities in my lifestream back to 
the beginning.
2. All know and unknown impurities in the lifestreams of all little 
children, incoming children and the younger generation, back to the 
beginning and all human creation round them,
(follow with)

And through the power of the Sacred Fire take them to Saint Ger-
main’s Temples of Mercy, that every vestige of human creation, with 
all of its memories and tendencies, cause, cores, effect and record 
be transmuted from their consciousness and lifestreams.
Mighty I AM Presence, we charge the Christ Self of each one to de-
scend and take full command of the outer form as soon as possible.
Lords of Karma, see they do not tie to karma of family, race or na-
tion, and see they come into families with high ideals, understanding 
and harmony.
May all who had the training in the Realms of Light,  come forth 
exempt from the restrictions of memory.  See in Your Wisdom all 
possible retain full conscious memory.
Beloved Kuthumi and Lanto, see a Brother from Your Temple abides 
with each one until his/her Christ Self takes full command.
Beloved Hilarion, with all possible have that inner contact.

3. All poisoning of the water, food and air of our land.
4. All impure and unwholesome comic and other books, all 
pornography and obscene literature, all distortion and perversion of 
Truth, all that is misleading, and see no more can be created.
5. All liquor, tobacco, dope and sex -thought-feeling forms from 

the world.
6. All tyranny in communism, all wars, contemplated wars and 
all attempts to disturb world peace, and see no more can be creat-
ed.
7. All substance and energy causing the earthquakes on the 
west coast, the action of Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Hood, Mt. Shasta, Mt. 
Redoubt and the clouds of ash.
8. All TV, video games, radio programs, all wrong music, all 
news media and advertising, all movies and entertainment that is 
not of the Light, and see they can create no more. See that they are 
used for the Light.
9. The cause and cores and all human creation of those in mili-
tary service who are forced out of the body or pass on.
10. All A and H bombs, all fall-outs, all desires to further those 
activities and all concerning the that is not of the Light.  All war 
implements and war material, all nerve gas, mind chemicals, biolog-
ical weapons, all chemical pollution, all radio-active material, cloning 
and cyclotronics, and see they can create no more. (them)
11. All blizzards, typhoons, tornadoes, hurricanes, cyclones, 
earthquakes, floods, storms, drought, heat, detrimental cold, and 
destructive activities of the elements, especially fires, and see there 
can be no more created. (them)
12.  All plagues, germs, insects, epidemics, disease, Asiatic, 
swine, Russian flu, Aids virus.
13.  All airplane, automobile, nuclear and all other accidents.
14. All thought-forms of the Masters which have been deceiving 
the people, and all others.
15. All memory and etheric records of all destructive combina-
tions and activities from the minds and etheric bodies of all those 
who might rediscover chemical combinations. (them)
16. All concerning school busing and integration that is not ac-
cording to the Divine Plan. All wrong sex education.
17. All in the Pentagon that is not of the Light.
18. All in the political machinery and activities that is not of the 
Light.
19. All concerning the Middle East situation that is not of the 
Light. Prevent any more involvement with other countries.
20. All negotiations concerning arms limitation treaty and all 
opposition to reduction and elimination of chemical, nuclear, and all 



weapons.
21. All agitation, all strikes, in action or contemplated, all desire to 
promote strikes and all in the unions that is not of the Light.
22. All human creation of those using their positions, offices, and 
wealth for wrong motives and desires and for selfish gain in both 
material and spiritual matters, and stop such use forever.
23. All in the Council of Foreign Relations, the Trilateral Commis-
sion, the IRS, the Federal Reserve system and plan, the Internation-
al Bankers group and all of the control groups.
24. All concerning plutonium, nuclear energy and radio active 
material and the production, use and storage of it, and all opposed 
to bringing about the right energy resources, free energy sourc-
es and see the right ones are brought forth now.  Eliminate all 
plans and prevent them from establishing nuclear power plants at 
_________, in the U.S. or anywhere else. Replace them with free 
energy sources. Mighty I AM Presence, prevent them from locat-
ing any more uranium, and place a Cloak of invisibility and K-17’s 
Ring-pass-not around all uranium, especially all that would be used 
wrongly.
25. All nuclear threats and aggression and deactivate and re-
move all war missiles, bombs, stockpiles, cyclotronics and other 
types of warfare, and see our government and navy do whatever is 
required.
26. All who do and want to instigate and promote war and inca-
pacitate everyone to create war, and put an end to the arms race.
27. All riots, all bombing, all arson, demonstrations, race distinc-
tion and integration, all disregard for law and order, all guerrilla ac-
tion, all terrorist activities, all intended revolution, and all concerning 
them that is not of the Light.
28. All concerning alcohol, all dope and hallucinogens, all hu-
man of those who foster its manufacture, use and activity, and the 
dispersement  of it, all wrong ideas and human concepts about it, 
all lack of laws and enforcement of them concerning it.  Prevent any 
dope from entering the three Americas, especially dope from Mexi-
co, Cuba and by air into the United States.
(Then before “Replace” on Pattern A say:)

Lord Maha Chohan and Great Powers of Nature, withhold and with-
draw all energy from all that grows or produces it, make it wither and 

disappear forever and all desire for it, Archangel Raphael and Na-
ture Devas, prevent the Elementals from producing any more.

(B) HAVE NO POWER

(In blank use insert, person, place, condition or thing.)

Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Lords of Blue Flame, 
Elohim of Purity and Astrea, Hercules, Mighty Cosmos and Your 
Two Secret Rays, Great Divine Director, Mighty Victory, Goddess of 
Liberty, Archangel Michael, all Great Beings, Powers and Legions of 
Light, 
To_________________ we say:

(You have (it has) no power, you have no power, you have no power, 
your end has come (3 or 9)).   Be now dissolved, annihilated and 
transmuted from all creation, cause, cores, effect, record and mem-
ory.
Before it (they) can act, encroach upon life or manifest any longer.

(For whatever current situations arise one can make an appro-
priate insert and use on the patterns.)

 (INSERTS ON PATTERN “B” OR OTHERS)

1. All known or unknown impurities in my lifestream back to the 
beginning.

29. See the United States Constitution is no longer or ever again 
tampered with in any way, see no one has the power to pervert the 
meaning of it, or interpret it the human way, or use it for the pur-
pose of protecting or serving the dark forces.  Make all see the real 
meaning of it and make all stand by it; do the same for Bill of Rights 
and the Supreme Court. To all who are unwilling and all forces op-
posed to it we say:
30. To all forces not of the Light that are using or attempting to 
use the Supreme Court, all human of the Justices and Judges we 
say:
31. To all belonging to the Council of Foreign Relations, the Tri-



lateral Commission, the IRS, the Federal Reserve system and plan, 
the International Bankers group, all of the control groups to all their 
ideas, plans and actions that are not in accordance with the Divine 
Plan, especially to alter, break up into ten units or do away with the 
Constitution of the United States, we say:  To all who want to insti-
gate and promote inflation and recession, we say:

(C. ).  BOMBS OF BLUE LIGHTNING 

(In blank use insert, person, place, condition or thing.)

Mighty I AM Presence, Great Central Sun, Mighty Cosmos and Your 
Two Secret Rays, Lords of Blue Lightning, Great Divine Director, 
Mighty Victory, Archangel Michael, K-17, Cha Ara, David Lloyd and 
Mr. Gaylord, into _________________________

[Release, release, release bombs of Blue Lightning into it, (3 or 
9); shatter, dissolve, annihilate and transmute all human creation, 
cause, cores, effect, record or memory. (3 or 9)]

Before it (they) can act, encroach upon life or manifest any lon-
ger.

(INSERTS FOR C ) 

(For whatever current situations arise one can make an appro-
priate insert and use on patterns.)

1. All known and unknown impurities in my lifestream back to 
the beginning.

(C)  NOTHING HIDDEN

(In blank use insert, person, place, condition or thing.)

Mighty I AM Presence Mighty Cosmos and Your Two Secret Rays, 
Eloha Vista, Queen of Light, Goddess of Light, Cha Ara, K-17 and 
Mr. Gaylord,

(Reveal) (In). ________________________ [see (there is noth-

ing hidden that is not revealed. (9)) (3)]

Remove, make and hold inactive all that is wrong, see that the peo-
ple recognize it and believe it and see that the Divine Will is carried 
out and made manifest.  

(For whatever current situations arise one can make an appropriate 
insert and use on the patterns.)

(INSERTS ON PATTERN “D” OR OTHERS)

1. All known and unknown impurities in my lifestream back to 
the beginning.

32. See there is nothing hidden that is not revealed from the Sen-
ate subcommittees about un-American activities, and all congres-
sional inquiries.
33. (Reveal) all wrong ideas and activities in our armed forces 
and the CIA, and all sabotage,  all concerning mind chemicals and 
all warfare gas.
34. See there is nothing hidden that is not revealed about them 
or from the FBI, the Secret Service, the police and detectives that 
they should know.  See the right ones are always in charge. Reveal 
all organized crime, the mafia, dope and drug activities.
35. (Reveal) spy activities and all intrigue in Washington, D.C. in 
our government and otherwise.
36. (Reveal) all governmental involvement with space ship and 
alien information, all official statements and activities, all concerning 
the United States Constitution, the Supreme Court and all govern-
mental officials that are not of the Light.
37. (Reveal) all dishonesty, waste, greed, wrong and unscrupu-
lous dealings of all Congressmen, all concerning any Congressio-
nal scandal, all justices, judges, government officials and all their 
assistants and all lobbying that is not according to the Divine Will. 
Remove all who should not be there.
38. (Reveal) all in the Unions and strikes that are not of the Light.
39. (Reveal) to all under the psychic and astral influence what 
forces are acting and using them, especially in the educational 
fields. All wrong sex education.
40. (Reveal) all obstruction to immediate enforcement of all con-



structive Federal and State laws that benefit the people according to 
the Divine Plan.
41. (Reveal) all intended kidnapping and taking and holding of 
hostages of government officials and any others, and all attempts to 
blackmail.
42. (Reveal) ahead of time all intended airplane hijacking, bomb-
ing and all other arson. (Instead of regular, end with) 
See individuals are revealed before they can act or carry it out.
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